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We measure the performance of ﬁve subjects in a two-alternative-forced-choice slant-discrimination task for diﬀerently textured
planes. As textures we used uniform lattices, randomly displaced lattices, circles (polka dots), Voronoi tessellations, plaids, 1=f
noise, ‘‘coherent’’ noise and a leopard skin-like texture. Our results show: (1) Improving performance with larger slants for all
textures, (2) and some cases of ‘‘non-symmetrical’’ performance around a particular orientation. (3) For orientations suﬃciently
slanted, the diﬀerent textures do not elicit major diﬀerences in performance, (4) while for orientations closer to the vertical plane
there are marked diﬀerences among them. (5) These diﬀerences allow a rank-order of textures to be formed according to their
‘‘helpfulness’’––that is, how easy the discrimination task is when a particular texture is mapped on the plane. Polka dots tend to
allow the best slant discrimination performance, noise patterns the worst. Two additional experiments were conducted to test the
generality of the obtained rank-order. First, the tilt of the planes was rotated by 90. Second, the task was changed to a slant report
task via probe adjustment. The results of both control experiments conﬁrmed the texture rank-order previously obtained. We then
test a number of spatial-frequency-based slant-from-texture models and discuss their shortcomings in explaining our rank-order.
Finally, we comment on the importance of these results for depth-perception research in general, and in particular the implications
our results have for studies of cue combination (sensor fusion) using texture as one of the cues involved.
 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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That we are able to perform visually guided tasks in
space such as grasping objects, demonstrates that infor-
mation about the 3-dimensional (3D) layout of the world
must be obtainable from vision alone. This ﬁeld of study is
frequently denoted as depth perception and it is assumed
that our depth percepts are based on multiple sources of
information, in psychophysics often labelled cues, such as
disparity, motion parallax, or occlusion, to name but a
few. Another example of such a depth cue is texture.
Gibson prominently stressed that this cue might be a
powerful source of information about (3D) surface lay-
out. He thought of texture ‘‘as the structure of a surface,
as distinguished from the structure of the substance
underlying the surface’’ (Gibson, 1979, p. 25). He studied* Corresponding author.
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doi:10.1016/j.visres.2004.01.013the contribution of texture to depth using a slant per-
ception task in which subjects reported the perceived
orientation of a slanted plane (without depicting the edges
of the surface) with a palm board (Gibson, 1950b). In this
setting subjects systematically underestimated slant, and
this eﬀect was stronger for what he called ‘‘irregular’’
textures. Since then, the slanted-plane perception task,
and variations of it, has become a widely used paradigm
for studying the contribution of texture to depth percep-
tion (e.g. Cutting &Millard, 1984; Knill, 1998a; Passmore
& Johnston, 1995; Rosenholtz & Malik, 1997).
In contrast to other cues, a critical diﬃculty arises
when studying the texture cue to depth: Whilst it is pos-
sible to establish a direct parametric relation with a
physical variable for some other depth cues such as dis-
parity, motion-in-depth or motion parallax, this is
not true for texture. Partly this is because the very con-
cept of ‘‘texture’’ itself is not clear, or at least, elusive to
deﬁne (Tuceryan & Jain, 1998). According to Gibson the
contribution of texture to depth perception is through
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iation of a certain parameter in the visual ﬁeld. On a
textured surface receding in depth the amount of varia-
tion (the gradient) from point to point in the texture is
directly related to the distance from the viewer. The visual
system is presumed to perceive depth by detecting this
variation. Gibson mentions the ‘‘gradient of density of
texture’’, associated to a change in the retinal image of a
textured longitudinal surface from coarse to ﬁne. Other
gradients, subsequently elaborated on by Purdy (1958),
are gradients of size, gradients of compression (also
known as foreshortening), and gradients of convergence
(or linear perspective). Gibson’s and most current re-
search’s use of texture implies that textures are composed
of a homogeneous distribution of basic texture elements,
frequently termed texels, on the surface. Depth percep-
tion is thought to be accomplished by isolating the texels
and computing their deformation on diﬀerent parts of the
surface as a measure of the gradients. Cutting and Mil-
lard (1984), for example, study the perception of ‘‘surface
ﬂatness’’––and also ‘‘curvature’’––with stimuli depicting
linear perspective, density and compression gradients
using regular and irregular octagons as texels to build
regular and irregular textures. By independently manip-
ulating these gradients in the octagons present in their
stimuli, they conclude that perspective is the most
important cue for ﬂatness judgements, whereas com-
pression is most inﬂuential for curvature judgements.
Similarly, Todd and Akerstrom (1987) manipulated rect-
angular elements as texels in a shape-from-texture study,
ﬁnding that the compression gradient is not suﬃcient to
account for the perception of 3D shape. More recently,
Knill (1998a) compared human discrimination of slant
with ideal observers constructed by modeling three types
of gradients: position (related to density), scaling and
foreshortening. He concluded that foreshortening is most
important for such task. In addition, he reported that
discrimination performance improves with increasing
slant, and that only marginal diﬀerences in performance
exist between two types of textures (ellipses and Voronoi
tessellations). One should note, however, that the latter
statement is based not only on the comparison of only
two textures, but also on a single slant only (65).
Other researchers characterize the textures gradients
without explicit identiﬁcation of texels, which is not
trivial for a wide range of textures (Garding & Linde-
berg, 1996; Li & Zaidi, 2000; Malik & Rosenholtz,
1997). Bajcsy and Lieberman (1976) suggested a spatial-
frequency-based analysis of slant-from-texture by mea-
suring the change in ‘‘Fourier (texture) descriptors’’
across a ‘‘window’’ on images of outdoor scenes. Malik
and Rosenholtz (1994, 1997) developed a shape-from-
texture algorithm that measures diﬀerences between a
pair of nearby image patches in the Fourier domain and
called this measure aﬃne texture distortions. They argue
that this measure contains enough information to esti-mate not only slant but also surface curvature. Rosen-
holtz and Malik (1997) advocate this as a model of
human depth-perception. A ﬁnal example is the model
by Sakai and Finkel (1997) where humans are thought
to be assessing slant by monitoring a simpler charac-
terization of the spectrum of the image.
A diﬀerent approach to slant-from-texture can be
found in Witkin (1981), who instead of the homogeneity
assumption underlying Gibson’s approach, assumes a
‘‘directional isotropy’’ for textures. In this scheme any
directional bias in the image is assumed to stem from the
orientation of the plane and is consequently used to
estimate slant. Thus within Witkin’s framework a single
patch of texture is suﬃcient to estimate slant via its
deviation from isotropy, whereas slant estimation fol-
lowing the homogeneity assumption relies on comparing
the diﬀerences between two patches of texture in diﬀerent
parts of the visual ﬁeld. Note, however, that Witkin’s
approach does not work for ‘‘directional textures’’ i.e.
anisotropic textures (Malik & Rosenholtz, 1997). Blake
and Marinos (1990) extended Witkin’s approach using
an iterative algorithm to extract violations of the isot-
ropy assumption. Experimentally, Rosenholtz and Ma-
lik (1997) did not, however, ﬁnd evidence to reject the use
of either Witkin’s isotropy assumption or the homoge-
neity assumption in slant perception.
The previous discussion points to the lack of an
obvious parametric description of the texture cue. This
situation not only aﬀects the psychophysical research on
depth perception, but also the machine vision ﬁeld in
which the choice of a representation of texture is critical
for the success of shape-from-texture algorithms (Super
& Bovik, 1995). Here, we present a study that does not
assume a particular description of the texture cue. In-
stead, we took an exploratory approach by testing a wide
number of types of textures in the slant perception par-
adigm. By taking such variety of texture instances and a
broad range of slants, we observed large diﬀerences in
human slant-from-texture discrimination. In the future,
these data can be used in two ways. First, it can help in
the aforementioned debate about texture ‘‘descriptors’’
as it provides a database of psychophysical results for a
large number of textures, both with and without obvious
texels. Second, it provides a texture performance-data-
base for further depth-related experiments in cue com-
bination research circumventing the problem of the lack
of an explicit parametrical texture manipulation. We will
return to this idea in the general discussion.2. Texture synthesis
2.1. Overview
For the present study we used a number of textures
typically used in the psychophysical literature and some
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they potentially could span very diﬀerent accuracies in
depth-perception tasks. We did not use natural images
because of the diﬃculty producing arbitrarily slanted
samples: In natural images other potential sources of
information, not traditionally considered as ‘‘texture’’,
are present and entangled with texture itself: shading and
specularity, for example, which in the literature are taken
as cues themselves. The presence of these cues in some
textures illustrates the problem of trying to understand
texture in isolation from understanding surface charac-
teristics. Koenderink and vanDoorn (1996), for instance,
distinguish diﬀerent forms of shading. The term ‘‘smooth
shading’’ is reserved for shading due to the global shape
of an object, whereas ‘‘illuminance texture’’ is associated
with the surface characteristics. Thus, simple mapping
techniques for creating slanted versions of a natural
sample are insuﬃcient. In the words of Dana, Van
Ginneken, Nayar, and Koenderink (1999, p. 15): ‘‘2D
texturemapping (. . .) cannot account for the variations in
texture appearance due to local shading, foreshortening,
shadowing, occlusion and inter-reﬂections’’. In principle,
it may be possible to use a texture synthesis algorithm for
replicating a natural sample in diﬀerent slants but in our
opinion the currently available models do not oﬀer
completely satisfactory results. A possible solution is, of
course, not to perform a mapping at all but to capture
natural images at the required slants. Indeed, Dana et al.
(1999) built one such database, which is publicly avail-
able. Unfortunately, a pilot experiment with these images
showed that the size of samples and number of slant levels
available was insuﬃcient for our requirements. There-
fore, we restricted ourselves to synthetic textures, albeit
including some rather natural looking ones (e.g. fractal
noise, Perlin noise, leopard-skin).2.2. Texture family descriptions
In the following, we describe the instances of textures
used, organizing them in ‘‘families’’ according to the
algorithm employed for synthesizing them.2 The same algorithm could be used to generate ‘‘grids’’ with
diﬀerent displacements by connecting the centroids with lines, and a
‘‘checkerboard’’ pattern––and its displaced versions–– by ﬁlling the
polygons deﬁned by the grid with two diﬀerent pixel values.
3 It is straightforward to deﬁne a texture formed by ellipses in the
same manner. In this case, the major axis of each ellipse must be2.2.1. Randomly displaced lattice 1
A plane ﬁlled with uniformly placed dots––a lattice––
is the simplest and most regular texture of our set.
Uniformity here means that the distance between each
pair of dots on the plane is the same; therefore, the
‘‘cycles of change in brightness’’ are uniform and the
texture is ‘‘regular’’ in the Gibsonian sense (Gibson,
1950b). This regularity makes lattices an ideal stimulus
to study perceptual grouping (see Kubovy, Holcombe,
& Wagemans, 1998; Kubovy & Wagemans, 1995).1 We borrow a term denoting a similar process implemented in the
software Stochastic Geometry (Stoyan, 1992).The uniform lattice (dots p0) is computed by dividing
a plane in a number of equally separated imaginary
columns and rows. At the intersections of these lines a
‘‘point’’ or centroid is placed. Around these centroids a
small disc is drawn (4 pixels radius, subtending
approximately 0.14 of visual angle), with an inter-cen-
troid distance of 27 pixels (approximately 0.97 of visual
angle). We also created less regular versions of the lattice
by randomly displacing the evenly placed centroids in
the horizontal and vertical direction. We used a nor-
mally distributed pseudo-random number generator
with zero mean and variance set to either ﬁve (dots p5)
or 10 pixels (dots p10). 2 This type of procedure was
used by Wichmann and Henning (1998) to create semi-
irregular stimuli whose global statistics (density, number
of discs, mean luminance etc.) are, on average, equal to
those of the uniform lattice (dots p0).2.2.2. Hard core point process textures
A Poisson point process is one where the points are
placed randomly and without any spatial variation of the
process (Stoyan, Kendall, & Mecke, 1995). A more con-
strained version of this method is denominated as a ‘‘hard
core’’ random point process, when the centroids are ini-
tially randomly placed, as in case of the Poisson process,
but ‘‘forbidden to lie closer together than a certain min-
imum distance’’(Stoyan et al., 1995, p. 162). That is, it is
possible to specify a radius of inhibition around each
centroid in which no other centroid is positioned. Ro-
senholtz and Malik (1997) used this procedure to create
Voronoi lattices. (Note that other algorithms exist to
create Voronoi textures; for example, Knill, 1998b, used
one based on a reaction–diﬀusion model.)
For our textures, we follow the hard core process and
created a set of centroids on a plane of 4250 · 4250
pixels with an increasing inhibition process using the
Stochastic Geometry software (Stoyan, 1992), settling
on an inhibition radius of approximately 26 pixels.
Approximately 3500 centroids were positioned on the
surface, and they were used for two diﬀerent textures.
First, a Voronoi tessellation, deﬁned as the set of poly-
gons around the centroids such that all the points inside
one polygon lie closer to the respective centroid than to
other centroids. Second, by ﬁlling circles of 24 pixels
radius around the centroids, a polka dot-like pattern
(with non-overlapping circles) was obtained. 3smaller than the radius of inhibition to avoid overlapping. In addition,
the orientation of the ellipses can be manipulated to obtain an
isotropic texture (random orientations) or an anisotropic one (setting
an orientation bias).
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A number of textures can be constructed by adding
sine gratings with diﬀerent frequencies and orientations.
This type of stimuli is typically used in low-level vision
studies, but Li and Zaidi (2000) used this type of texture
in a series of studies linking the spectral composition of
textures and the veridical perception of corrugated sur-
faces. As an example of this texture family a plaid was
created by adding two 2D sinusoidal functions with the
same frequency (approximately 9.4 cps/0.86 cpd) ori-
ented orthogonally to each other.2.2.4. 1=f noise or natural noise
An image whose power spectrum as a function of
frequency follows 1=f b with b between 2 and 4 is some-
times termed a fractal image (Knill, Field, & Kersten,
1990). It has been empirically shown that natural images
tend to have a power spectral function that approxi-
mately follows such power law with b equal to 2 (Field,
1987). To create a texture with a power spectrum similar
to that of natural images we thus generated a random
noise texture with 1=f amplitude spectrum. 4 This was
done by ﬁrst ﬁlling a plane with ‘‘white noise’’ (normally
distributed). The white noise was then ‘‘coloured’’ in the
Fourier domain by scaling its amplitude spectra with a
1=f shaped cone. Finally, the texture sample was ob-
tained by computing the inverse Fourier transform.2.2.5. Perlin noise or coherent noise
Perlin (1985) introduced an algorithm for creating
what he termed ‘‘coherent noise’’. In Perlin’s terminol-
ogy coherent means that the pixel values on the image
change smoothly from one point to another, not show-
ing the discontinuities typically obtained from purely
random noise processes. Perlin’s algorithm takes the
positions of the points in space into account during the
noise generation, that is, the smoothness does not result
from ﬁltering white or binary noise. Diﬀerent parame-
terizations of the algorithm create diverse ﬂat textures.
We used a parameterization yielding a cloudy-looking
texture which in the following we call Perlin noise.2.2.6. Diﬀusion
Turk (1991) introduced a texture synthesis algorithm
using the model by Alan Turing for the propagation of
chemicals in morphogenesis (Turing, 1952). The algo-
rithm describes biological pattern formations by means
of a system of coupled diﬀerential equations modeling
the diﬀusion of chemicals at certain rates and the reac-
tions between them. Diﬀerent textures can be generated
by manipulating the parameters of the model, such as
the diﬀusion rates and the initial concentration of4 A power spectrum of 1=f 2 corresponds to an amplitude spectrum
1=f .chemicals. In addition to Turing’s basic algorithm, Turk
introduced a ‘‘cascade process’’ in which one chemical is
‘‘frozen’’ after some diﬀusion has taken place, but other
processes continue thereafter. Using such a process for a
system of two chemicals, we generated a leopard-skin-
like texture.2.3. Texture mapping
In order to prevent subjects from using a particular
feature of an instance of one of our textures to do the
task, we generated seven instances of each texture type.
(In the case of those textures without a random com-
ponent by construction, uniform lattice and plaid, a
random displacement and a change of phase were
introduced, respectively, to create diﬀerent instances of
those patterns.)
Using the texture mapping algorithm by Heckbert
(1989) we mapped the texture patches onto planes with
inclination between 5 and 80 slant, in single degree
steps. The rendering was done using perspective pro-
jection for a viewing distance of 60 cm with respect to
the center of the image (i.e., the viewing distance during
experiments). The ﬁnal experimental stimulus was a
piece of 300 · 300 pixels cut from the central part of the
mapped image, which corresponded to roughly
11.3 · 11.3 cm on the screen. We used a Gaussian kernel
to avoid (or reduce) aliasing as much as possible but
without excessively blurring the textures. The amount of
ﬁltering (number of times the kernel was applied) was
determined ad hoc for each texture. For example, no
ﬁltering was applied to 1=f noise textures, while the
Voronoi lattice required anti-aliasing treatment because
of the ‘‘jaggies’’ which would otherwise form on the lines
being projected onto a plane. Fig. 1 depicts examples of
all the textures used in our study.3. Experiment 1: slant discrimination
3.1. Experimental setup
The experimental setup was carefully designed to
avoid, as much as possible, a cue conﬂict situation
arising due to the physical ﬂatness of the screen: The
monitor, a Sony GDM-F500R, was located behind a
black wooden plate with a circular aperture of 10 cm
diameter, subtending approximately 10 of visual angle
at the subjects’ eye. The monitor was completely covered
with the exception of the viewing aperture. A viewing
tube of approximately 53 cm length and 31.5 cm dia-
meter was set on the front of the wooden plate. At the
viewing tube’s end opposite to the monitor, a head and
chin rest was located, i.e. roughly 60 cm away from the
Fig. 1. Examples of slanted planes with the diﬀerent textures used in this study. The patterns are, from top to bottom row: dots with zero dis-
placement (uniform lattice), dots with ﬁve pixels displacement, dots with 10 pixels displacement, circles (polka dots), Voronoi, plaid, 1=f noise, Perlin
noise and leopard. On each row the slants depicted are, from left to right: 26, 37, 53 and 66. (Note: Although the borders of the samples are
squares in this ﬁgure, the stimuli in the experiments were shown within a circular aperture.)
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opened eye (monocular view) was looking roughly at the
centre of the viewing aperture. The setup itself was in-
side an area enclosed by black curtains and subjects did
not see the casing of the monitor, or the computer
driving it, at any time during experimentation. The
monitor was carefully calibrated to correct its non-linear
gamma function and CRT-induced geometric distor-
tions, using a Photometrics SenSys digital camera
employing the method described by Wichmann (1999).
The computer driving the monitor and the experiment
was a Macintosh PowerMac G4. The contrast and
brightness settings of the display were adjusted such that
maximum luminance level was 114 cd/m2, and the
minimum 7 cd/m2.3.2. Methods
Five subjects participated in standard temporal two-
alternative-forced-choice (2AFC) experiments. Subjects
were presented with textured planes at physically dif-
ferent levels of slant and they had to indicate which of
the two images appeared more slanted in depth. Each
texture was tested independently, that is, during a single
trial both planes had the same texture. The order in
which the subjects were tested with the diﬀerent textures
was diﬀerent for each subject. All subjects had normal or
corrected to normal vision. Two were completely naive
to the purposes of the experiment, one had a gen-
eral notion of the research and two (PR, JW) were au-
thors.
Fig. 1 (continued)
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appeared for 800 ms (the inter-trial interval) in the
centre of the screen. The ﬁrst-interval image’s contrast
was ramped-in (50 ms) stayed at maximum contrast for
200 ms, and then was ramped-out (50 ms). During the
inter-stimulus interval (400 ms) the screen was set to the
mean luminance. Then the second-interval commenced
using the same fade in-maximum contrast-fade out se-
quence as used for the ﬁrst image (50 ms+ 200 ms+ 50
ms). Finally, subjects had to respond within a 750 ms
response interval. No performance feedback was pro-
vided but tones marked the beginnings of the ﬁrst and
second interval. 5
The display of images, timing and answer collection
was controlled using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brai-
nard, 1997; Pelli, 1997).
Four slant levels were chosen as standards as a
compromise between the total amount of trials to be5 The sounds were used to avoid possible confusions between the
ﬁrst and second image because of the fast pace of the experiment. One
of two possible conﬁgurations was applied to each subject: low tune
signalling ﬁrst image and high tune for second image, or vice versa.collected and sampling of the possible range of slants
suﬃciently ﬁnely: 26, 37, 53 and 66 away from ver-
tical, i.e. 66 is very slanted (near horizontal), 26 has
little slant (near vertical).
A combination of adaptive and constant stimuli
procedures was used to collect data. The adaptive pro-
cedure was used to obtain a crude ﬁrst estimation of the
psychometric function. From this estimate some critical
stimuli values were extracted to carry out a constant
stimuli procedure. Finally, psychometric functions were
ﬁt to the pooled data obtained from both procedures.
For the adaptive procedure the implementation of
QUEST (Watson & Pelli, 1983) in the Psychophysics
Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) was employed.
For each psychometric function, three interleaved
QUEST procedures were run to estimate the 60%, 82%
and 90% correct levels. Two psychometric functions
were estimated at each standard for each texture: one for
smaller slants relative to the standard, and one for big-
ger slants. Thus, in total, 24 randomly interleaved
QUEST procedures were run simultaneously for each
texture (4 standards · 2 psychometric functions · 3
thresholds). At the beginning of each trial, one of these
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determine the next standard and comparison stimulus
level. The total number of trials for the adaptive pro-
cedure part was determined by the stop criterion of the
adaptive procedure, which we set to 50 trials for each
threshold estimation; hence in total 1200 trials were run
for each texture and each subject during the adaptive
part of the experiment. Using the Psigniﬁt Toolbox,
which implements the constrained maximum-likelihood
method described by Wichmann and Hill (2001a,
2001b), with a logistic function as underlying shape,
four stimulus levels were estimated from the adaptive
procedure data for each of the 24 functions: 63%, 75%,
90% and 95% correct. At these stimulus levels 50 addi-
tional trials were run using the method of constant
stimuli. 6 Thus, the constant stimuli part comprised
1600 additional trials for each texture (4 standards · 2
psychometric functions · 4 stimuli levels · 50 trials). The
ﬁnal estimation of the psychometric functions reported
in the results sections and shown in the ﬁgures, was
made with the fused data collected in both procedures,
normally representing 350 trials for each psychometric
function (see Footnote 6). All ﬁts were done with the
Psigniﬁt Toolbox, and forced to cross chance perfor-
mance (50% correct in 2AFC) at the slant level of the
standard. To avoid bias resulting from level-indepen-
dent lapses during the maximum-likelihood estimation
of the psychometric functions, the lapse rate was not
assumed to be ﬁxed (and equal to 0), but rather an extra
(constrained) parameter in the ﬁt (for details see Wich-
mann & Hill, 2001a). As a result, the maximum per-
formance, or upper asymptote, of the psychometric
functions is not necessarily 1.0 but between 0.95 and 1.0,
given the constraints used.
3.3. Results
Diﬀerences among psychometric functions reﬂect the
diﬀerential diﬃculties among experimental conditions.
In our particular case, the psychometric functions are
associated with a certain texture and represent the
probability of detecting which of two planes is more
slanted. Thus, a shallow psychometric function for a
particular texture indicates that with this texture slant
discrimination is diﬃcult. Or, expressed the other way
around, the steepness of the psychometric function is
associated with the ‘‘helpfulness’’ of the texture in slant-
from-texture.
In Fig. 2 the estimated psychometric functions for the
textures tested are depicted for every subject. Perfor-
mance is plotted as a function of the slant on linear
coordinates. Diﬀerent symbols and colours code the6 In some exceptional cases, when performance higher than 80%
correct was unattainable, only three stimulus levels were tested in the
constant stimuli part.various textures (see ﬁgure legend). Each row is associ-
ated with the data collected from a single subject. On
every row each subplot contains the psychometric
functions around one standard, which is marked by the
solid vertical line: the leftmost subplot corresponds to
the comparisons with the least slanted standard (26),
the second is associated with 37, then 53 and 66 slant,
respectively. The curves depict the estimated psycho-
metric functions for discriminating the standard against
planes with smaller slants (left side of the standard) and
bigger slants (right side of the standard). Error bars were
computed by a parametric bootstrap procedure (Wich-
mann & Hill, 2001b) and correspond to 68% conﬁdence
intervals (SD). The psychometric functions indicate that
discrimination performance is not equal at every stan-
dard: The task was more diﬃcult for the less slanted
standard, yielding shallower psychometric functions for
all textures. The diﬃculty decreased as the slant of the
planes increased, reﬂected by steeper psychometric
functions, though the change in performance is clearly
not equal for all textures. Resulting from the change in
diﬃculty with slant, We observe an asymmetry of the
psychometric functions around the standards with
steeper slopes to the right side of each standard. For
large slants (66) the textures are extremely similar in
their helpfulness for discrimination: the psychometric
functions are virtually identical. However, diﬀerences
become apparent as the standard gets closer to the
fronto-parallel plane. For example, for subject BW at
standard 66 the discrimination is the same for Perlin
noise (blue triangles pointing downwards) and circles
(yellow circles) as texture, while at 37 and 26 there are
very marked diﬀerences between the two. We will fur-
ther comment on this issue when discussing the texture
rank order to be extracted from our data.
3.4. Statistical analysis: eﬀects of slant and texture
Here we use statistical techniques to assess the eﬀects
of slant and texture on the psychometric functions. In
particular, we study how slant and texture type aﬀect the
slope of the psychometric functions at 75% correct
performance.
We proceed as follows to test the putative parallelism
of a set of psychometric functions, modifying the tech-
nique of Wichmann (1999): First, all the data (condi-
tions) which should be compared to each other are fused
and shifted, and the best common slope (at 75% correct)
for the fused data is computed. Then, new psychometric
functions are ﬁt to the individual data sets ﬁxing the
slope (at 75% correct) of the resulting function to that of
the common slope. The goodness-of-ﬁt of such models is
used as indicator of parallelism among the psychomet-
ric functions: A failure of the common-slope-model
represents evidence against the parallel hypothesis, be-
cause a single slope does not explain the data (ﬁtted
Fig. 2. The psychometric functions estimated for all the textures observed by the subjects in Experiment 1 showing performance (proportion correct) on the y-axis as a function of the surface slant
on the x-axis. Each row corresponds to the data collected for a single subject. On every row the leftmost subplot corresponds to the comparisons with the least slanted standard (26), the second to a
standard of 37, the third to 53 and the fourth to 66. The standard levels are indicated by a solid vertical line. To avoid visual clutter due to the large number of data points per texture and the
large number of textures per condition, we only show raw data for the second standard for every subject (slant 37, second column); symbol size is proportional to the number of trials. The symbols
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Fig. 3. Two examples of the results when reﬁtting slopes at 75% correct for diﬀerent standards.
1520 P. Rosas et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 1511–1535psychometric functions). The goodness-of-ﬁt will be
assessed by two means: by computing the deviance of
the model and by studying the correlation between the
deviance residuals and the model predictions. The
deviance, or log-likelihood ratio statistic, represents how
a model deviates from a ‘‘full’’ or saturated model, 7
larger values of it indicating a poor ﬁt. To determine the
critical region for interpreting a particular value of
deviance, we generate the deviance distribution using
Monte Carlo techniques and performing a single-sided
test with 5% signiﬁcant level (deviance takes only posi-
tive values). Analogously, we compare the observed
correlation between the deviance residuals and the
model predictions with the Monte Carlo-based esti-
mated distribution for the correlation. A double-sided
test with 5% signiﬁcant level was performed in this case.
3.4.1. Eﬀects of slant
In this case, the parallelism to test corresponds to the
psychometric functions at diﬀerent standards for a given
texture: If there were no eﬀect of slant, the slope would
be constant across diﬀerent standards. Thus, the data
across the four standards for every texture is fused after
shifting the stimulus axis such that the trials are dis-
tributed around an arbitrary standard level. The test
indicates that for 40 out of the 41 cases corresponding to
the 164 psychometric functions representing the func-
tions at the ‘‘left side’’ of standards (smaller slants
psychometric functions), the common slope reﬁt of
individual data sets failed. In the exceptional case
(subject BW, texture 1=f noise), though, the common7 The ‘‘full’’ or saturated model is the extreme one containing as
many parameters as data points, leaving no random component. Of
course, its generalization ability is severely limited and, as a model, it is
uninformative, but it is useful as a baseline for comparison.slope model showed a lack of ﬁt to the fused data,
rendering the common slope value questionable. For the
bigger slants psychometric functions (right side of
standards) in 35 out of 41 cases the common slope reﬁt
of individual data sets fail. The exceptions in this case
are: subject HZ textures Voronoi (but also in this case
the common slope model failed) and dots p5, subject JS
texture 1=f noise (again, the common slope model
failed), subject JW texture Perlin noise, subject PR tex-
tures 1=f noise and dots p0.
To summarize, parallelism across slants can be re-
jected in more than 90% of the conditions tested, i.e.
there is a signiﬁcant eﬀect of slant on the steepness of the
psychometric function.
In Fig. 3 we illustrate two cases for the change in
slope at diﬀerent standards; the slope at 75% correct of
bigger slants psychometric functions (the right side of
the standard) is depicted against the standards tested.
The common slope is indicated as a horizontal line, er-
ror bars correspond to 68% conﬁdence intervals. The
plot on the left (subject JW texture dots p0) shows a
clear case of the slant aﬀecting performance since the
common slope value falls outside the conﬁdence inter-
vals of the four individual slopes. The case plotted on
the right (subject HZ dots p0) shows a less evident
change of slope: The common slope value falls within
the 68% conﬁdence intervals of three individual values,
failing only for the slope at the least slanted plane. 8
Further, the asymmetry around the standards men-
tioned in Section 2.3 can be assessed by testing the8 Indeed, if visual inspection were done with 95% conﬁdence
intervals for this type of cases, parallelism would not be rejected.
However, reﬁtting of the individual data sets with the slope set to the
common value results in failure in most of these cases, reﬂecting the
lower power of a test based on overlapping of conﬁdence intervals.
Fig. 4. Slopes at 75% correct for the textures tested by one subject at two standards.
P. Rosas et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 1511–1535 1521parallelism between the two psychometric functions for
a particular texture around a standard: A symmetric
pair would have the same (absolute) slope. 9 In this case,
the reﬁtting tests of the 164 pairs of psychometric
functions result in 78 cases in which the slope at 75%
correct of the psychometric functions at the right side of
the standard (discrimination against more slanted
planes) is larger than the slope of psychometric func-
tions at the left side of the standard (discrimination
against less slanted planes), 77 cases with no statistical
diﬀerence and nine cases with the opposite asymmetry
(of these, two cases could be dismissed because of
the bad ﬁt due to poor performance). The 78 cases with
the right-side-steeper asymmetry, representing 48%
of the results, are consistent with the eﬀect of slant on
performance because the slope of the psychometric
function is higher for comparisons of the standard
against more slanted planes. They are distributed as
follows: 18 cases around standard 26 slant, 27 cases
around standard 37 slant, 23 cases around standard 53
slant and 10 cases around standard 66 slant.
3.4.2. Eﬀects of texture
For studying the eﬀects of texture on the slope of the
psychometric function the hypothesis to test is the par-
allelism among psychometric functions at a certain
standard for all textures: If there were no eﬀect of tex-
ture, the slope would be the same across the textures
tested.
In 37 cases of the 40 tests, the common slope model
did not ﬁt the data for all textures, indicating a signiﬁ-9 The stimulus axis for one set of data is ﬂipped and then the data
sets for left and right side are shifted such that they can be fused into
one set.cant texture eﬀect on the slant-from-texture discrimi-
nation. The three exceptions were observed for large
slants: two subjects (BW and JW) at standard 66 slant
for psychometric functions of smaller slants (left side of
the standard) and one subject (JW) at standard 53 for
psychometric functions at the side of bigger slants. Of
course, the failure of the reﬁtted models does not mean
that any subset of the textures at that standard does not
have a common slope, but that at least one texture dif-
fers signiﬁcantly from the others. For example, taking
the psychometric functions of smaller slants: At stan-
dard 66 if the textures 1=f noise and leopard are not
considered for subject HZ’s data, the common slope
model ﬁts well the sets of the remaining patterns. The
same occurs if textures circles and dotp0 are removed
for subject JS’s data, and textures 1=f noise, Perlin noise
and circles for subject PR. However, at lower slants the
inﬂuences of textures on discrimination performance is
much more pronounced and as a consequence a subset
with a common slope is smaller. For example, at stan-
dard 37 for subject BW and JW the reﬁtting with a
common slope works only for one pair of textures (cir-
cles and dots p0 for BW and leopard and dots p5 for
JW).
Fig. 4 depicts an example corresponding to (absolute
values of) slopes of smaller slants psychometric func-
tions at 75% correct for one subject (PR) at two stan-
dards, with the horizontal line indicating the common
slope computed for the fused data. On the left, for the
standard 66 slant the common slope value falls within
the 68% conﬁdence intervals for six out of eight texture’s
slope whereas on the right, for standard 37 slant the
psychometric function slopes are very diﬀerent. For the
case on the left a common-slope model can be reﬁtted
successfully up to a subset of ﬁve textures, while for the
Fig. 5. The area between the psychometric functions for bigger and
smaller slants at a certain standard, enclosed by two performance
levels, is taken as the measure for helpfulness.
1522 P. Rosas et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 1511–1535case on the right only one pair of textures with common
slope can be extracted from these data (this is based on
statistical analysis, not on visual inspection. See Foot-
note 8).
3.5. Analysis: rank-order
Given the observed diﬀerences among textures in our
slant-from-texture experiment it is possible to generate a
rank-order of the textures according to their ‘‘helpful-
ness’’ in slant-from-texture. To compare the textures
across the range of tested slants we need to quantify
helpfulness, taking both the slopes for lower- and higher
standards into account as well as the relative shifts of the
psychometric functions (‘‘thresholds’’). To accomplish
this we integrate the area between the lower- and higher
psychometric functions between the two performance
levels 60% and 80% correct. 10 The procedure is exem-
pliﬁed in Fig. 5. Lower values of what we simply denote
‘‘area’’ indicate a more helpful texture.
In Table 1 the computed area values for all textures
and subjects are indicated, including the 68% conﬁdence
limits extracted from the psychometric functions conﬁ-
dence intervals. To facilitate the comparison of these
data among subjects, in Table 2 the values are normal-
ized according to the maximum area value observed for
each subject in all conditions of texture and slant.
If the helpfulness is rather constant for a certain
texture in the range of slants, a plot with the computed
areas is similar to a horizontal line, while a steeper curve
indicates a worsening helpfulness. In Fig. 6 the areas of
the four textures eliciting a similar rank-order among
subjects are plotted. The error bars are based on the 68%
conﬁdence intervals for the ﬁt of each psychometric
function (left side and right side) at the performance
limits for the area. They are not displayed, though, when
the performance was so poor that the estimated value to
render performance 80% correct was lower than 0:
texture 1=f noise at standard 26 for subjects BW, HZ
and JS, and at standard 37 for subject JS; texture Perlin
noise at 26 for subject JW and JS.
The plots again show the eﬀect of slant rendering
textures less helpful as the area increases with orienta-
tions getting closer to the vertical plane. It is also pos-
sible to see diﬀerences among the textures at some
standards: The most helpful texture being circles, char-
acterized by the ﬂattest area function across standards,
then followed by leopard, whose area is similar to circles
for very slanted planes but bigger at the other standards.
The third texture in this ranking is Perlin noise and ﬁ-
nally 1=f noise having in general the biggest area of the10 The performance levels for this computation were arbitrary
chosen within a certain range. Note that we tried a number of diﬀerent
combinations of such limits without aﬀecting the rank order reported
here.four textures (while circles is not the best texture for all
the subjects, 1=f noise was the worst texture for all
subjects). In the next two sections, we will report addi-
tional experiments conducted to test the generality of
this rank-order.4. Experiment 2: slanted ‘‘wall’’ discrimination
The stimuli used in the previous experiment depicted
a surface similar to a ground plane. Then, the
improvement in slant discrimination as the slant in-
creases could be explained by a specialized mechanism
‘‘tuned’’ for surfaces ‘‘to walk on’’ (Gibson, 1979). To
test this, we tilted our stimuli by 90 to depict a surface
similar to a slanted wall whose farthest point was on the
left side of the screen, and asked observers to discrimi-
nate slant. In this case, slant is the angle between the
surface and a vertically oriented plane orthogonal to the
line of sight. A major diﬀerence in performance would
be evidence for a mechanism more sensitive to ‘‘ﬂoors’’
or ‘‘surfaces to walk on’’.
4.1. Setup and methods
The same setup and methods were used as the pre-
vious experiment. The number of texture types and
standards tested was reduced because we did not want to
exhaustively characterize observer’s performance but
only ascertain whether there were important diﬀerences
to the results previously obtained. Two subjects (who
had already participated in the previous experiment)
were tested with stimuli depicting two textures, one
classiﬁed as very helpful (circles) and the other very poor
in helpfulness (Perlin noise). Two standards were tested
Table 1
Raw area values for all textures and subjects
Areas (raw values)








































































































































































































































































































Numbers between brackets indicate the 68% conﬁdence limits.
P. Rosas et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 1511–1535 1523in one case (26 and 66 slant for subject JS), and three
in the other (26, 53 and 66 slant for subject PR). The
subjects had to indicate which of the two images pre-
sented on every trial was the more slanted.
4.2. Results and discussion
The previously observed pattern of results is also
present in the data collected in this experiment: At very
slanted planes the discrimination task is easier, perfor-mance is not symmetric around the standard, and psy-
chometric functions for each texture have similar slopes
at very slanted planes, while there are bigger diﬀerences
among them for smaller slants.
Fig. 7 shows a direct comparison of slant discrimi-
nation of ground-like surfaces and wall-like surfaces.
We compared the results by inspecting the overlapping
error bars at 75% correct of the psychometric functions.
From these 20 comparisons (2 textures · 2 standards · 2
psychometric functions for subject JS and 2 textures · 3
Table 2
Normalized area values for all subjects and textures
Areas (ratios)
Plaid Voronoi 1=f noise Perlin noise Circles Leop Dotp0 Dotp5 Dotp10
BW
26 0.65 0.69 1.00 0.73 0.42 0.59 0.53 0.62
37 0.43 0.68 0.89 0.69 0.18 0.45 0.29 0.50
53 0.26 0.28 0.25 0.21 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.26
66 0.13 0.19 0.19 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.09
HZ
26 0.50 0.60 1.00 0.67 0.24 0.35 0.37 0.52 0.48
37 0.50 0.56 0.87 0.62 0.19 0.27 0.32 0.32 0.27
53 0.18 0.31 0.39 0.24 0.15 0.16 0.25 0.19 0.15
66 0.15 0.17 0.22 0.18 0.11 0.10 0.17 0.17 0.16
JS
26 0.64 0.58 0.63 0.70 0.53 0.53 0.47 0.47
37 0.65 0.53 1.00 0.65 0.53 0.52 0.36 0.43
53 0.27 0.22 0.69 0.31 0.17 0.21 0.12 0.14
66 0.11 0.10 0.14 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.10
JW
26 0.59 0.67 0.96 0.99 0.34 0.55 0.44 0.48
37 0.46 0.36 1.00 0.87 0.18 0.36 0.21 0.38
53 0.14 0.19 0.56 0.23 0.19 0.17 0.13 0.17
66 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12
PR
26 0.50 0.73 0.87 0.87 0.54 0.52 0.48 0.54
37 0.23 0.65 1.00 0.79 0.24 0.35 0.26 0.50
53 0.16 0.15 0.67 0.41 0.21 0.16 0.17 0.19
66 0.15 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.12 0.15 0.14 0.15
The raw values obtained for each subject were normalized by the maximum area value observed for the subject.
Fig. 6. Areas of the four textures eliciting a similar rank-order among subjects. The error bars are based on the 68% conﬁdence intervals for the ﬁt of
each psychometric function. They are not displayed, though, when the performance higher than 80% correct was unatainable in the range of slants
tested.
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55% show equal performance in both experiments; 30%
show better performance in the ground-like surfaces and
15% better performance in wall-like surfaces. These re-
sults, albeit they cannot entirely dismiss a specialized
mechanism tuned to ﬂoor-like surfaces, indicate that
such a mechanism only plays a minor, if any, role in the
results obtained in our previous experiment.5. Experiment 3: probe adjustment
To have another test of the generality of the dis-
crimination-based rank-order of textures we used an
adjustment task to collect the slant perceptions and
build a rank-order. In this experiment, the subjects had
to adjust a probe for reporting the perceived orientation
of the plane.Fig. 8. Probe alignment task. The subjects adjusted a movable line
drawn over a reference axis to indicate the perceived orientation of the
slanted plane depicted in the upper aperture. They had to indicate the
angle of the plane from the ground plane as seen from the left side of
the surface, depicted by the circular arrow (which was not present
during the experiment).5.1. Setup and methods
The same physical setup was used as in previous
experiments. An additional circular aperture of approx-
imately 5 cm diameter was cut on the cardboard covering
the monitor screen, below the stimulus aperture.
Through this opening, the subjects could see the probe (a
movable green line) plotted over a reference axis. If we
imagine the screen lying on an X–Y plane (Z then being
the depth), the probe represented the view in a Y –Z
plane. Fig. 8 depicts the situation. Subjects did not report
any problems performing this viewpoint change to do the
task. Four subjects that have participated in Experiment
1 participated in this new experiment.
The experiment was self-paced as the subjects could
see the stimulus while adjusting the probe using the
keyboard. The probe’s movement was restricted to be-
tween 0 and 90 slant. After aligning the probe to the
desired slant, the subjects pressed a key to report their
setting and the next stimulus appeared. No feedback
was provided.
The stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1, except
that displaced versions of the dot lattice were discarded
because in the discrimination task no systematic diﬀer-
ence across all subjects was found, leaving seven textures
for testing. Again, four slants were chosen as standards
to collect subjects’ estimates. Taking into account
the poor performance in Experiment 1 at small slants,
the selected orientations for testing were closer to the
ground-plane: 37, 53, 66 and 73 slant. Subjects had
to complete 40 judgments of each target slant. All tex-
tures were randomly interleaved during the experiment.5.2. Results and discussion
Fig. 9 shows the results for each subject for the four
textures eliciting the rank-order extracted from Experi-ment 1: circles, leopard, Perlin noise and 1=f noise. On
each subplot, ﬁlled symbols indicate the mean response
of the 40 settings and bars indicate the sample standard
deviation; the dotted lines indicate the ‘‘true’’ slants
tested.
A possible measure of the reliability of a texture for
this task is the inverse of the sample standard deviation.
This is because the variability of the subjects’ settings
should be related to how reliably the texture conveys
slant. However, the data for the noises (1=f noise and
Perlin noise) have some peculiarity that troubles this
criterion as a unit to ﬁnd a rank order comparable to the
helpfulness order previously found. For example, for
subject JS the sample standard deviations for 1=f noise
are rather small with the single exception of the most
slanted plane, while the means indicate that JS mainly
perceived a zero-slanted plane for those orientations.
Then, a rank-order based on the sample standard devi-
ation would classify this texture as helpful, although it is
not depicting much slant until surfaces are close to the
ground plane.
An alternative criterion is to build a rank-order on
the correlation coeﬃcient between the raw true orien-
tations depicted and the raw reported judgments. In
particular, such criterion would penalize a texture
yielding smaller changes in the judgments than the true
orientations (ﬂatter judgments). A rank-order based on
this rule is comparable to the rank-order based on the
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Table 3
Correlation coeﬃcients between the raw slants shown and subjects
probe adjustments
Circles Leopard Perlin noise 1=f noise
BW 0.95 0.94 0.89 0.77
HZ 0.92 0.89 0.86 0.71
JS 0.90 0.80 0.86 0.63
JW 0.93 0.93 0.82 0.79
Average 0.93 0.89 0.86 0.73
P. Rosas et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 1511–1535 1529discrimination task because a texture rendering constant
judgments with the probe would also make the slant
discrimination more diﬃcult.
In Table 3 we show the correlation coeﬃcients be-
tween the eﬀective slants tested (37, 53, 66 and 73
slant) and the judgments by means of the probe for the
textures on the ordered set. The rank-order based on
this task is coherent with the 2AFC-based ranking for
three subjects, while for the fourth subject (JS) there is
one case of reversal (Perlin noise better than leopard).6. Models of slant-from-texture
In computer vision there are many types of texture
analysis algorithms, statistical or geometrical in nature,
as well as model-based methods (Tuceryan & Jain,
1998). Frequently they are attractive and elegant for the
particular practical problems at hand in the computer
science community, but, as we have already discussed in
the introduction, they have diﬃculty as models of hu-
man texture analysis as they typically rely on extraction
of texels, or ‘‘texture-base-units’’ which are typically
absent in natural textures.
Thus here we concentrate on Fourier-based or spec-
tral models of slant-from-texture. Such models are more
attractive for our purposes because, ﬁrst, they do not
rely on texel or geometry extraction and should thus be,
in principle, applicable to all types of textures, even to
our stochastic ones. Second, starting with the seminal
work of Campbell and Robson (1968), there is over-
whelming evidence suggesting that the early visual sys-
tem performs a (local) frequency analysis on the input
image, some form of wavelet decomposition (for a
comprehensive review see the book by Graham, 1989).
Several models exist in vision science and in computer
vision that use a spectral-based characterization of tex-
tures. Some examples are: Turner (1986) for texture
discrimination, Bergen and Landy (1991), Jain and
Farrokhnia (1991) and Jain and Bhattacharjee (1992)
for texture segmentation, and Greenspan (1996) for
texture recognition. For shape from texture, Bajcsy and
Lieberman (1976) ﬁrst suggested to estimate slant-from-
texture by local spatial-frequency-based analysis, and
ever since then various algorithms have been proposedfor this problem using the spectral components of tex-
ture (e.g. Clerc & Mallat, 2002; Kanatani, 1984; Krumm
& Shafer, 1992; Malik & Rosenholtz, 1997; Ribeiro &
Hancock, 2000a, 2000b; Sakai & Finkel, 1995, 1997;
Super & Bovik, 1995; Turner, Bajcsy, & Gerstein, 1989;
Turner, Gerstein, & Bajcsy, 1991; Turner, Salganicoﬀ,
Gerstein, & Bajcsy, 1989).
Turner et al. (1991) explicitly address the slant
underestimation eﬀect reported by Gibson (1950b),
especially observed for what Gibson called ‘‘irregular’’
textures. In this model sets of Gabor ﬁlters in quadra-
ture are used to extract the ‘‘Gabor-energy’’ at diﬀerent
positions of the image. Turner et al. (1991) proposed
two slant estimation algorithms using the 2D distribu-
tions of ﬁlters outputs (Gabor-energy). In the ﬁrst case
the slant is estimated by minimizing an error measure
between the actual output of the ﬁlter bank and the
predicted output for a texture with known frequency
components (Turner, Bajcsy, et al., 1989). Given that this
is very unlikely as a strategy for the human visual system
as it would need to know the power spectrum of the (non-
slanted) texture, Turner proposed a second method in
which the output of the ﬁlter bank is compared to
‘‘templates’’ stored in the system, representing diﬀerent
slants (Turner, Salganicoﬀ, et al., 1989). Even if we are
willing to accept the presence of such templates in the
human visual system, it is not clear how to derive quan-
titative or even qualitative predictions from Turner’s
models. Turner argues in general terms that textures
whose spectra contain isolated peaks would lead human
subjects to perceive more slant than textures with more
broadband frequency components: ‘‘Although Gibson
described the textures for which less accuracy was at-
tained as irregular’, from the standpoint of the model
presented in this paper, the textures are better termed
broad spectrum’ or multipeaked spectrum’’’ (Turner
et al., 1991, p. 223). To illustrate his argument, he takes
images from the Brodatz album (Brodatz, 1966), and
present the bricks image D95 as a regular texture, and
calf skin D06 as irregular texture.
In Fig. 10 we show horizontal and vertical slices
through the Fourier amplitude spectrum of these tex-
tures and also of the four textures from our rank-order.
By visual inspection, the spectrum of 1=f noise seems
similar to that of calf skin and would classify as irregular
texture. Although the spectra of circles and leopard
textures do have more peaks than 1=f noise, they are
not as ‘‘isolated’’ as the bricks image. The spectra of
dots and plaid show isolated peaks, making them similar
to the bricks images. According to Turner’s model, plaid
and dots should thus be better textures to convey slant
than circles and leopard, contrary to our empirical
ﬁndings reported earlier. Thus a simple texture charac-
terization in terms of the ‘‘peakedness’’ of the amplitude
spectrum is insuﬃcient to explain human slant-from-
texture perception.
Fig. 10. Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of textures. First two rows with images from the Brodatz album (bricks D95 and calf skin D06). In rows
three to six are the textures of the rank-order found in our experiments: circles, leopard, Perlin noise, and 1=f noise. Rows seven and eight contain
textures plaid and uniform dots. On every row the image processed is shown (a Hanning window was applied to the raw images before performing the
DFT) together with the spectrum and slices of the spectrum on the horizontal and vertical axes.
1530 P. Rosas et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 1511–1535Sakai and Finkel (1997) proposed a method that uses
a diﬀerent characterization of the spectra, and one thatperforms an analysis within textures themselves, that is,
their model is image based and does not require any
Fig. 11. APFs of textures used in our experiments. On each plot the curves depict textures at diﬀerent slants (see colour coding), and they are
normalized according the maximum APF observed for that plot. By visual inspection, the changes in APF would predict that leopard, plaid and
uniform dots should facilitate the most the perception of slant, followed by circles, then Perlin noise and ﬁnally 1=f noise.
P. Rosas et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 1511–1535 1531template stored in the system. Similar in spirit to Turner,
Sakai and Finkel suggest that for perceiving depth thevisual system tracks the peak frequency when the spec-
trum contains high peaks. In the absence of strong and
1532 P. Rosas et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 1511–1535isolated peaks, the system is presumed to track the mean
frequency or average peak frequency (APF) of a texture
patch in diﬀerent regions of the image.
The APF is measured by ﬁrst extracting the local
spatial frequency of the images with a bank of oriented
ﬁlters implemented by diﬀerence of Gaussian (DoG) or
Gabor patches. The image is convolved with the ﬁlters,
and then the output of identically tuned ﬁlters is spa-
tially pooled within a small neighbourhood by taking
the maximum response of the units. In eﬀect this re-
moves the sensitivity of the DoG or Gabor ﬁlters to
local phase to mimic the receptive ﬁeld proﬁles of
complex cells. The frequency tuning of the ﬁlter with the
highest response determines the peak frequency at every
point, and ﬁnally the APF is taken as a Gaussian
average of the peaks over a larger neighbourhood. 11
Sakai and Finkel argue that the larger the changes of the
APF within an image, the stronger the perception of
slant. Clearly, if true then for our experiments better
performance should be associated with larger changes in
the APF between the top (far) and the bottom (near) of
our textured planes.
Fig. 11 shows the APF of the textures used in our
experiments on the vertical axis as a function of position
along the texture on the horizontal axis. Each subplot
contains the analysis for the four slants used (colour
coded) and represents the average of the APF results
across the diﬀerent instances used for every texture type
in our experiments. The APF values are displayed nor-
malized according to the maximum APF observed
across the slants tested for every texture.
In general the changes of APF are larger for the more
slanted planes, as they should be. In addition, there are
diﬀerences among the APFs that are consistent with the
rank-order found: texture circles spans bigger changes
than Perlin noise, and Perlin noise also spans bigger
changes than 1=f noise. However, the APF obtained for
slanted planes mapped with leopard would suggest that
the task is easier with this texture than it is with circles.
Also, the APF changes for the texture plaid and uniform
dots are much larger than for the rest of patterns, with
the sole exception of leopard. This would predict a high
performance with such patterns which we did not ob-
serve consistently across subjects.7. Conclusions and future research
By means of an extensive psychophysical study the
helpfulness of diﬀerent types of textures in a slant-dis-11 Following Sakai and Finkel, the Gabor bank we used contained
frequencies between approximately 0.5 and 9 cpd. Because our stimuli
had zero tilt, we used a single orientation for the ﬁlters. The pooling of
convolution results was done over a radius of four pixels, and the
Gaussian average on a radius of 25 pixels.crimination task of slanted planes has been character-
ized at diﬀerent slant levels. The results show that the
slant discrimination of textured planes is aﬀected by
both the slant level and the texture mapped on the
surface.
The ﬁrst eﬀect is such that the more slanted the sur-
face, the easier the discrimination becomes. This obser-
vation has already been described by Knill (1998a),
though here we reported the eﬀect for a wider number of
patterns including textures that are not composed nor
can be approximated by texels. The eﬀect of slant was
further discussed in terms of how it changes the slopes of
the psychometric functions. If there were no slant eﬀect,
we would have obtained a set of parallel psychometric
functions at the diﬀerent standards tested such that a
rigid shift on the stimulus axis would suﬃce to predict
performance at any slant. Now, although it is rather
intuitive to describe performance as a function of the
surface slant, as we have done it here, a linear relation
between such axis and the underlying mechanism for
slant discrimination cannot be assumed a priori. The
change in the information relevant for the task between,
say, 10 and 20 slant is not necessarily the same as the
change between 60 and 70 slant. If one could ﬁnd a
transformation of the stimulus axis that produced par-
allel psychometric functions, the function on the hori-
zontal axis would thus represent a dimension linearly
related to the information subjects are using to perform
the task. We transformed our stimulus axis according to
functions related to the geometry of the problem (cosine
of slant as descriptor of ‘‘compression’’, change of the
visible area of the surface, etc.) trying to get more insight
in the mechanisms underlying the slant discrimination,
without ﬁnding a single transformation that works in all
cases. Indeed, Levine (1970) has proven that a set of
curves cannot be rendered parallel if they are crossed.
For our case, this implies that there is no single trans-
formation of the stimulus axis for creating a parallel
psychometric family because in a range of the axis they
are parallel (similar slope and they touch/cross each
other) while in another they are not. This result implies
that subjects were using diﬀerent mechanisms, strategies
or cues even for the same texture at diﬀerent slant levels,
or at least that they were using a complex cue whose
reliability itself may not be a function of slant.
In addition, the number of patterns and the range of
slants used in this study allowed us to show that texture
type also aﬀects performance. Knill (1998a) reported
only marginal diﬀerences between a Voronoi lattice and
an ellipses-based texture, but the comparison was lim-
ited to a single slant rather close to the ground plane
(65 slant). Here we observed that there are diﬀerences
between texture patterns and that such diﬀerences are
clearer when the surface slant is closer to the vertical
plane. By measuring the change of the area enclosed by
the psychometric functions yielded by each texture as
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diﬀerences among four textures across the subjects. This
allowed us to build a rank-order that also held in an
experiment using the method of probe adjustment.
As an attempt to explain our psychophysical results
we studied the spatial-frequency components of our
stimuli, in particular computing the APF proposed by
Sakai and Finkel (1997). The results suggest that the
spatial-frequency characterization is part of the under-
lying mechanism yielding the observed rank-order.
However, such model (and also Turner et al., 1991)
would predict a high position in such ranking for tex-
tures with simple and strongly peaked spectra, such as
the plaid texture, which we did not observe consistently
across subjects. This suggests that other mechanisms are
likely involved in this task. In addition, our results may
point to the importance of the issue of how the ﬁlters
properties (number, frequency range, etc) are set––as
argued by Greenspan (1996) for texture recognition 12––
and how the features are extracted from the output of
the ﬁlter bank (see Kruizinga, Petkov, & Grigorescu,
1999, in the context of texture discrimination). Given
that we observe systematic diﬀerences among subjects
for some of the textures, a human slant-from-texture
model needs to allow some critical parameters to be
ﬂexible enough to accommodate these diﬀerences within
a modeling framework. Perhaps attentional factors are
involved in that some subjects attend more to certain
parts of the spectrum for some textures than others.
Given our results we propose two lines for further
research. First, diﬀerent hypotheses characterizing the
information in texture related to depth can be tested
against our data. Any model of slant-from-texture
should be coherent with the diﬀerences among the types
of texture we have observed, and should explain them.
The other way around, a study of structural diﬀerences
of the textures in this ordered set can motivate a model,
for example, by extending the spatial-frequency analysis
outlined here. We are currently studying the same set of
textures mapped onto elliptical cylinders. So far, our
results indicate diﬀerences with the rank-order reported
here in a discrimination task and a probe adjustment
task. A spatial-frequency comparison of the textures
mapped to these diﬀerent geometries shows relevant
changes in the APF that again explains at least partially
the diﬀerences in rank-order between planes and cylin-
ders (Rosas, Schepers, Wichmann, & Wagemans, 2002).
Second, we argue that the helpfulness order is closely
related to a reliability order. Recently, many studies
have proposed and tested reliability-based depth-cue
integration mechanisms (e.g. Ernst & Banks, 2002;
Landy, Maloney, Johnston, & Young, 1995), the general12 This leads to the idea of deﬁning the ﬁlters by an unsupervised
learning algorithm for texture recognition.idea being that the vision system should combine dif-
ferent cues by applying diﬀerent weights to them
according to the reliability of each cue. If the textures we
have ranked here were presented with other cues in a
depth-perception study, it would be possible to test such
an integration mechanism based on reliability: the
change in the stimulus from a helpful texture to a less
helpful texture type should be reﬂected in the integration
of cues, penalizing the less helpful texture. We are cur-
rently pursuing this line of research combining texture
with the (object) motion cue (Rosas & Wagemans,
2003), and texture with haptic information (Rosas,
Wagemans, Ernst, & Wichmann, in preparation; Rosas,
Wichmann, Ernst, & Wagemans, 2003).Acknowledgements
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